
 

Having a long lasting pool coating is the ideal way to enjoy your pool to the maximum, without the need to recoat every few 

years. EPOTEC has been used in the tough Australasian market for many years and there are 1000’s of pools coated with 

EPOTEC. So in this issue of In The Swim, we are showcasing a one of the many pools coated with EPOTEC so you can see it 

performs as expected. 

This Community Pool (25 M) shows the benefits of using EPOTEC epoxy pool coating. Boystown in Sydney selected EPOTEC 

to recoat their pool in the summer of 2006, 6 years ago. Despite it being a hi usage pool and having lots of wear and tear 

including a significant amount of windblown, abrasive sand in the pool, the result after 6 years is very satisfying. With few 

exceptions the coating is intact and performing as expected. The main wear is confined to a few areas at the foot of the 

steps. 
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Pacific pool in Ashmore. 
When Jason was seeking to upgrade his aged painted pool 

he sought out EPOTEC. Coming from a marine construction 

environment he knew about the demands made on coatings 

in tough situations and determined that EPOTEC would be 

the right answer for his pool. After a thorough clean and 

some localised repairs two coats of EPOTEC in Pacific were 

applied. Now the pool looks really cool and inviting, in this 

semi tropical environment. 

Bondi in SE Queensland. 
Richard’s worn Marblesheen pool has seen better 

days and he decided to engage Pool Internal Revivals 

to undertake a refurbishment. Kevin carefully 

cleaned and repaired the surface prior to applying 

EPOTEC in colour Bondi. Now it’s ready to entertain 

the family in fine style for many more years. 

Pacific Bondi 

, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen, Pebblecrete or 

Concrete.  will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We work with you, DIY, with your 

painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available. 

See our web site for helpful information and more images of  in action 
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